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1. Introduction

The IceCube Neutrino Observatory is a cubic-kilometer scale Cherenkov telescope and instrumented at the South Pole at depths between 1450 and 2450 meters [1]. The detector consists of 5160 digital optical modules (DOMs) arranged along 86 strings. Each DOM contains a 10-inch photomultiplier tube (PMT) to detect Cherenkov photons emitted by charged secondary particles produced in the primary neutrino interactions. High-energy astrophysical neutrinos may originate from hadronic processes in extreme astrophysical environments. In spite of expected rare tau neutrino production at the sources, high-energy astrophysical neutrino fluxes for all flavors are expected to be approximately equal on Earth due to standard neutrino oscillations when travelling over cosmic distances. Therefore, the identification of tau neutrinos provides us an opportunity to constrain the neutrino production mechanisms at the sources and test the neutrino oscillation properties.

A previous double pulse tau neutrino analysis found three candidates with eight years of IceCube data [2]. The most promising one observed in 2014 occurred in the middle of the detector. In addition to waveform-based analyses, this event was identified as a tau neutrino candidate with the double cascade reconstruction method [3] and machine learning [4]. However, the main background for double pulse $\nu_\tau$ searches are $\nu_\mu$-induced tracks, in contrast to the double cascade method, in which the background is dominated by single cascades. Since the neutrino interaction position of the 2014 event is on top of the dust layer [5], the ice might deplete Cherenkov light and distort the signals due to significantly more scattering and absorption than the surrounding ice. To explore this, a posterior analysis on this event was performed by using the target-volume re-simulation with a new treatment of ice model which propagates the systematic uncertainties. We start with recalling the double pulse algorithm developed in [2] and displaying the 2014 double pulse tau neutrino candidate event in section 2. The dedicated re-simulation chain and settings are introduced in section 3. In section 4, the posterior analyses based on re-simulation data will be presented. This work is summarized in section 5, along with a quick outlook for future work.

2. Double Pulse Tau Neutrino Candidates

Cherenkov photons are captured by PMTs and create analog charge signals, which are digitized when exceeding the discriminator threshold of 0.25 photoelectrons. Analog Transient Waveform Digitizers (ATWDs) record 128 samples of the waveform for a total duration of 422 ns, corresponding to 3.3 ns a bin. When a primary high energy tau neutrino undergoes a charged current (CC) interaction with nucleon, it will create a hadronic cascade and an outgoing tau lepton. The emitted tau propagates an average distance of $\sim 50$ m/PeV and then can decay into electrons or hadrons with an inclusive branching ratio of $\sim 83\%$. Owing to this unique channel, if the $\nu_\tau$-CC interaction and subsequent tau decay happen favorably close to an optical sensor, the waveform in this sensor is expected to contain two resolvable peaks. Such a signature is a called double pulse waveform.

Two identified double pulse waveforms of the 2014 $\nu_\tau$ candidate [2] and its event view are depicted in Figure 1. The reconstructed properties obtained by the maximum likelihood reconstruction algorithm Monopod [6] are listed in Table 1. In terms of these properties, the tau neutrino with reconstructed energy of $\sim 93$ TeV could lead to a tau decay length of $\sim 10$ m. It is noticeable
that the reconstructed vertex of this candidate is on the top of the dust layer. The waveform shape maybe influenced by the local fluctuation of ice properties.

To evaluate how likely this candidate is to be a tau neutrino, the targeted re-simulation was conducted with SnowStorm [7], a novel treatment of the optical property uncertainties of the ice with continuous variation of detector systematics. Taking advantage of target MC sets similar to the observed event, the extra perturbation contributed by background events can be analyzed. In addition, the impact of different ice models on the expected signal and background statistics will be discussed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Values</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>93 TeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vertex Position</td>
<td>(309 m, -205 m, 63 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith</td>
<td>~ 54°</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth</td>
<td>~ 359°</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Reconstructed properties of the 2014 double pulse $\nu_\tau$ candidate event with Monoped [6].

3. Re-simulation Set up of Double Pulse $\nu_\tau$ Candidate

The re-simulation chain is comprised of the following steps:

- **Event Generation**: In this work, all primary neutrinos are generated with LeptonInjector (LI) [8], a newly developed neutrino generator designed for large-volume Cherenkov neutrino telescopes such as IceCube. By using its volume-injection mode all three flavors of neutrinos are injected within a cylinder with radius of 25 m and height of 50 m, whose center is the reconstructed vertex of the candidate. The dedicated LeptonInjector settings for this work are listed in Table 2.

- **Propagation**: Followed by neutrino generations, outgoing charged particles produced by the injected neutrinos are propagated with the PROPOSAL [9] and then are passed to CLSim [10] for photon propagation. The SnowStorm method is applied during photon propagation for modification
of ice model parameters. So far, six SnowStorm parameters are implemented and the detailed settings are listed in Table 3. During photon propagation, each set of ice model parameters is sampled from Gaussian distribution for every 10 MC events. The IceWavePlusModes scales the ice absorption and scattering coefficients as depth depend using the icewave ice model [7]. The unified HoleIce model depends on two parameters p0 and p1 which are implemented to change the acceptance probability of photons [11].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameters</th>
<th>Settings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flavors</td>
<td>$\nu_e, \nu_\mu, \nu_\tau$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generated Energy</td>
<td>[50, 1000] TeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injected Center</td>
<td>(309 m, -205 m, 63 m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injected Volume</td>
<td>radius = 25 m, height = 50 m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zenith</td>
<td>[20°, 80°]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Azimuth</td>
<td>[0°, 360°]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Neutrino Generation Settings with the LeptonInjector [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ice Properties</th>
<th>Sampling Distribution</th>
<th>Range</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IceWavePlusModes</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>Default</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Absorption</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>$\mu=1.0$, $\sigma=0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scattering</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>$\mu=1.0$, $\sigma=0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DOM Efficiency</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>$\mu=1.0$, $\sigma=0.05$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anisotropy</td>
<td>Gaussian</td>
<td>$\mu=1.0$, $\sigma=0.1$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HoleIce Forward</td>
<td>Delta</td>
<td>[0.101569, -0.049344]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: SnowStorm [7] Parameter Settings.

- **Detector**: The next steps are the standard detector response simulation, Level1 and Level2 processing.

- **Re-weighting**: Events are re-weighted to the neutrino flux $E^{-2.5}$ via LeptonWeighter [8], the sister software of LeptonInjector.

- **Double Pulse Selection**: All re-weighted events are passed to the double pulse algorithm (DPA), which was originally developed in [12] and then extended in [2] as Local Coincidence DPA. The main idea behind this algorithm is to identify the rising and falling edge of the first pulse, which is followed by the second rising edge. The entire double pulse selection is presented in [2] in greater detail.

4. Results

4.1 Expected Event Rates in the Restricted Parameter Phase Space

The re-simulation statistics are summarized in Table 4. The number of generated MC events and the number of events that pass the final level double pulse selection are listed for each neutrino flavor and each energy group. Moreover, the event rates after re-weighting are depicted in Figure 2.
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Table 4: Number of generated MC events and number of MC events that passed the final level double pulse selection for each flavor neutrino. MC sets were generated in several energy groups. However, in the further study, we are only interested in [50, 500] TeV for $\nu_\tau$, [50, 1000] TeV for $\nu_\mu$ and [50, 250] TeV for $\nu_e$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neutrino Flavor</th>
<th>Energy Groups (TeV)</th>
<th>generated</th>
<th>passed</th>
<th>generated</th>
<th>passed</th>
<th>generated</th>
<th>passed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\tau$</td>
<td>[50,250]</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>5785</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>29425</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>41698</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_\mu$</td>
<td>[250,500]</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>1036</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>2137</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\nu_e$</td>
<td>[500,1000]</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^4$</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

with respect to the energy. Three plots starting from the left indicate the correlated expected event rates as a function of primary neutrino energies and reconstructed energies for each flavor neutrino, while the plot on the right shows the independent distribution of reconstructed energy for tau, muon and electron neutrinos, respectively. The horizontal line indicates the reconstructed energy of the 2014 double pulse candidate, i.e. 93 TeV.

![Figure 2: Left three plots: double pulse event rates as a function of MC primary neutrino energies and Monopod reconstructed energies per year in the restricted parameter space for each flavor neutrino. The horizontal line indicates 93 TeV, the reconstructed energy of 2014 event. Right plot: distribution of reconstructed energy for each flavor neutrino.](image)

It is clearly seen that the MC true energies and reconstructed energies show a good agreement for $\nu_\tau$, whereas such agreement smears out for $\nu_\tau$ and disappears for $\nu_\mu$. Due to the linear mapping between MC true energies and reconstructed energies, electron neutrinos with primary energies above 250 TeV do not contribute to the double pulse events with reconstructed energy of $\sim$ 93 TeV. Compared with that, $\sim$ 40% of $\nu_\tau$ double pulse events lying in the region around 93 TeV are generated with primary energies between 100 and 200 TeV. The right panel of Figure 2 shows that the distribution of $\nu_\tau$ (blue) continually rises up with increasing reconstructed energies and reaches the peak at $\sim$ 250 TeV, while the distribution of $\nu_\mu$ (pink) is relatively flat and reach a plateau between $\sim$ 70 TeV and $\sim$ 350 TeV. Throughout almost the entire range of energies, the distribution of $\nu_e$ (green) fluctuates with large error bars due to limited statistics. As a consequence, the double pulse background is dominated by the $\nu_\mu$ induced events. Furthermore, at the energy of $\sim$ 93 TeV, i.e. the reconstructed energy of the 2014 candidate event, the $\nu_\tau$ induced double pulse signal event rate is an order of magnitude larger than the $\nu_\mu$ induced background event rate.
An example of a re-simulated $\nu_\mu$ event that passed the final level double pulse selection is sketched in Figure 3, along with two false positive double pulse waveforms. Here, the outgoing muon is hidden by the dust layer, resulting in a "cascade-like" event. The reconstructed energy of this event is about 90 TeV, which is close to the observed event.

![Image](image.png)

**Figure 3: Left:** Event view of the re-simulated muon-neutrino that passed the final double pulse selection. **Right:** two false positive double pulse waveforms of the $\nu_\mu$ event on the left.

### 4.2 Double Pulse Purity and Impact of Systematic Uncertainties

The double pulse purity is defined as the tau neutrino induced double pulse signal event rate divided by the total selected double pulse event rate. Figure 4 shows the double pulse purity as a function of reconstructed energy and the rising edge duration of the first pulse in the waveform. In previous eight-year double pulse analyses, six features are used in the double pulse algorithm to select waveforms. They are steepness and duration of the first rising edge, first falling edge and second rising edge. The actual cuts are listed in Table 1 in [13]. In this work, the first rising edge duration is chosen to show the double pulse event rates and purity because the waveform with longer first rising edge duration tends to be a $\nu_\tau$-induced double pulse [2]. The left and middle panels of Figure 4 show the selected double pulse event rates as a function of the first rising edge durations and reconstructed energies for signal and background, respectively. Therefore, the ratio of signal event rate to the total event rate per bin is shown in the right panel, in the form of purity.

The two points in each panel indicate two identified double pulse waveforms of the 2014 event. A time unit of 13.2 ns is applied to calculate the time derivative of the waveform. Therefore, each bin along x-axis in this figure represents ~ 13.2 ns duration. It can be seen that the first rising edge durations of $\nu_\tau$ double pulse waveforms are usually longer than 26.4 ns, while 30% of the double pulse background events exist with 26.4 ns rising edge of the first pulse. This discrepancy leads to the lower purity in the region below 26.4 ns, in which one of the identified double pulse waveforms is located, as shown in the right panel. The right panel of figure shows that the purity of two bins in which two points lie are around 90% and 97%, respectively.

Taking advantage of all inclusive detector systematics in a single SnowStorm MC ensemble, the correlated distributions of the first rising edge duration and ice scattering coefficient are shown in the top panel of Figure 5 for double pulse signal (left) and background (middle). The calculated purity is depicted on the right. Two horizontal lines in the top panel indicate the two first rising edge durations of the 2014 candidate with 26.4 ns (dotted) and 39.6 ns (dashed). The bottom left and middle subplots show the probability density distributions of double pulse events additionally
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Figure 4: Double pulse event rates with respect to reconstructed energies and first rising edge durations for signal (left) and background (middle), respectively. Right: Purity as a function of reconstructed energy and the rising edge duration of the first pulse. Two selected double pulse waveforms of the 2014 event are indicated as two points.

selected with 26.4 ns and 39.6 ns first rising duration, while the bottom right shows the double pulse purity with respect to the scattering coefficients for aforementioned two group events. It is shown that the two PDF distributions almost follow the same Gaussian distribution used in SnowStorm settings for sampling the ice models, as shown in the bottom. In addition, for two sets of events that have the same first rising edge durations of the candidate, the selection purity remains almost unchanged and larger than 90% within the sampling area of scattering coefficients, as shown in bottom right. Therefore, it can be concluded that the optical property uncertainties of ice models do not have significant impact on double pulse selection.

Figure 5: Top: Double Pulse signal (left) and background (middle) events rates and selection purity (right) as a function of scattering coefficient scale and rising edge duration of the first pulse. Bottom: Probability density distribution of double pulse signal (left) and background (middle) events and purity (right) as a function of scattering coefficient for events with 26.4 ns (green) and 39.6 ns (orange) long first rising edge duration. The Gaussian distribution used in SnowStorm for sampling the scattering coefficients is shown in purple.
5. Summary and Future Work

Based on the analysis of individual waveforms, the machine learning method [4] found two tau neutrino candidates, while the local coincidence double pulse algorithm [2] found three tau neutrino candidates. The most promising one identified by both approaches happens on the top of the dust layer. In this work, the re-simulation chain was set up with SnowStorm to continuously vary detector systematics. The double pulse purity in the vicinity of the observed event is larger than 90%. Moreover, the variation of ice model parameters appears to have insignificant impact on double pulse selection. In future studies, atmospheric muons will be re-simulated as an additional component of background events to be considered. Additionally, the machine learning method [4] will be combined into this work to complete the posterior analysis.
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